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Abstract (Document Summary)

Back home, [Stefani Beser] would e-mail her mom a stairwell  away to ask when dinner was ready. Her boyfriend courted her through Facebook and then
IM. With roommates, "we could literally lean our computer chairs back and talk to each other, but we IM and text."

In the meanwhile, phone companies are tapping into teens' tapping tendencies. Virgin Mobile is unveiling Switch_Back, a kind of junior BlackBerry with a
qwerty keyboard and AOL IM built in. "We really think that text is the new talk," the company's Howard Handler says. A quarter of Virgin Mobile's teen
customers use their phones for texting more than talking. "We are living in a 160- character nation," the maximum text message length, Handler declares.

Even for a texting and IM fiend like Heather Hogan, who's known to slide her Sidekick under the table and punch away at family events, there are limits.
Last month she met a guy while out with her friends. They swapped numbers, but he never called. He texted Hogan, 18, four or five times a day. It got
"kind of annoying," she says. Without any verbal cues, gauging his interest level became tough. So Hogan stopped texting him.

Full Text (1606   words)

(Copyright (c) 2006 USA Today. All  Rights Reserved.)

To be sure, the monthly bills -- as high as $300 -- were a problem.

But there were other, audible consequences of the fact that Alexandra Smith would pound out more than 1,000 text messages from her Razr cellphone a
month: She was chatting -- constantly, exhaustively -- but she wasn't  talking. It got so that Smith's parents were begging her to put the phone to her lips
instead of her fingertips.

So these days Smith, 18, is practicing something that came oh-so- naturally to tides of teens before her: the art of vocal gab. Instead of holing up at
home and punching out digital dialogue, Smith is making an effort to actually meet up with her three best friends and flex her larynx muscles.

"I figured I should probably go over and learn how to talk to somebody," says the Eugene, Ore., high school senior.  "I didn't want to be the dork at college
who texts all  the time."

She needn't worry. College suitemates, even roommates, pick up their phones to ping each other. Otherwise, they're communicating via instant messaging
or the social networking sites MySpace and Facebook.
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With their mouths largely shut but their laptops and flip phones open, teenagers' bedrooms are beginning to sound like the library.

So is the dinner table. On her show May 10, Ellen DeGeneres ribbed guest Lindsay Lohan: "Every time I've seen you, you're out with eight or nine girls,
having dinner. You're all  sitting around the table on your BlackBerries." Lohan matter-of-factly explained that she had "like 1,000" messages to answer.

Not long ago, prattling away on the phone was as much a teenage rite as hanging out at the mall.  Flopped on the bed, you yakked into your pink or
football-shaped receiver until your parents hollered at you to get off .

Now, Sidekicks and iBooks are as prized as Mom's Princess phone, and conversations, the oral kind, are as uncomfortable as braces. Which makes
employers and communications experts anxious: This generation may be technologically savvier than their bosses, but will they be able to have a
professional discussion?

"We are losing very natural, human, instinctive skills that we used to be really good at," says Sonya Hamlin, author of How to Talk So People Listen:
Connecting in Today's Workplace.

A couple of years ago, Hamlin was asked to teach a class of "very bright" California high school seniors about the college admissions interview. Their
mock answers were "extremely short and not informational.  Nothing came out, really, because it's such an unused skill."

Part of the reason, Hamlin says, is because "they're not listening. With IM, you can reread six times before deciding how to answer." There's no
improvisation, she says, none of the spontaneity of phone banter or a face-to-face chat. "Talk is a euphemism. We do it now in quotes," Hamlin says.

And when face-to-face chats do occur, there are other verbal kinks. Stefani Beser, a freshman at Villa Julie College near Baltimore, texts so much --
20-40 times a day "if there's a lot going on" -- that the shorthand creeps into her live conversation. "You'll be talking and all  of sudden you'll say, 'Oh,
LOL,'" text- speak for "laughing out loud."

Back home, Beser would e-mail her mom a stairwell  away to ask when dinner was ready. Her boyfriend courted her through Facebook and then IM. With
roommates, "we could literally lean our computer chairs back and talk to each other, but we IM and text."

A 2005 report for Achieve, a non-profit organization that helps states raise academic standards, found that 34% of employers were dissatisfied with the
oral communication skills of high school graduates; 45% of college students and 46% of high school graduates who entered the workforce instead of
college said they struggled with their public speaking abilities.

Among teens who go online daily and own a cellphone, 53% most often communicate with friends via written messages, according to a 2005 report by the
Pew Internet & American Life Project, and 61% of the time they're chatting via IM. Texting wasn't  prevalent enough when the study was conducted to
figure prominently in the data, but it likely would now, says project  research specialist Mary Madden.

In 2004, 22% of North American cellphone subscribers were active texters, according to Nokia's Bill Plummer. Last year, it was 36%. In 2005, more
than 500 billion text messages were sent and received worldwide, as reported by Verizon Wireless. By 2010, it is projected to be more than 2.3 trillion.

In the meanwhile, phone companies are tapping into teens' tapping tendencies. Virgin Mobile is unveiling Switch_Back, a kind of junior BlackBerry with a
qwerty keyboard and AOL IM built in. "We really think that text is the new talk," the company's Howard Handler says. A quarter of Virgin Mobile's teen
customers use their phones for texting more than talking. "We are living in a 160- character nation," the maximum text message length, Handler declares.

Erica Beal's slide into text-based talk reads like the plunge any addict takes: From age 12, her ear was attached to her cellphone. "I'd call  my friends, who
I had just seen, all  day, and talk to them all  night."  At 15, she got hooked on texting. At 17, it was MySpace. Now, the 18-year-old Manhattan high school
senior texts 10 to 15 times a day "at least" and checks Facebook as soon as she gets home.

Four years ago, Carol Weston did "the nice-mom thing" of getting her older daughter, Lizzi, then 14, her own landline. It lasted two years. "I realized we
were paying for nothing, really," says Weston, author of Girltalk: All  the Stuff your Sister Never Told You. (IM had become Lizzi's medium of choice.)

Nowadays, the family phone doesn't ring very much, either. "On the one hand it's nice and peaceful at home," says Weston, who lives in Manhattan. "On
the other hand, it's hard to figure out which boys are calling." Hence another consequence of a text-centric household: "Mom and Dad just can't eavesdrop
as much as they used to."

So some of them are adjusting. When Brett Dicker's son spent his junior year in London, "we probably spoke to him less than half a dozen times the
whole year, yet we were literally daily IMing." Now that Matt, 22, is back at the University of Southern California, he and his mom text "all the time,"
says the fiftysomething Dicker, who works in marketing and lives in Woodland Hills, Calif.

The primacy of the keyboard has been, well,  a lifeline to the kind of guys who, a generation ago, grasped the family room receiver with a sweaty palm
and a pounding heart. IM "makes life easier,  absolutely," says Nick Kacher, 17, a junior from Waltham, Mass. "I'm not a big sit-around-and-chat-on-the-
phone kind of person." Friends, and girlfriends, would needle him about his phone phobia. Now, with IM, "I definitely do chat."

But even for a texting and IM fiend like Heather Hogan, who's known to slide her Sidekick under the table and punch away at family events, there are
limits. Last month she met a guy while out with her friends. They swapped numbers, but he never called. He texted Hogan, 18, four or five times a day. It
got "kind of annoying," she says. Without any verbal cues, gauging his interest level became tough. So Hogan stopped texting him.

In the past three years alone, the standards have become "so different," says Hogan, a Nassau Community College freshman from Bellmore, N.Y. "No one
talks, really, unless you're with people."

But experts aren't necessarily worried about what this signals for the future of interpersonal relationships. "Girls get the nourishment that comes with
female bonding," Weston says, whether "electronically, telephonically or in person." Guys, on the other hand, "if they're lucky, learn to have tete-a-tetes, or
real talk in real time, but they don't come by it as naturally."

Smith does call  one person regularly: an ex-boyfriend who lives three hours away. At first, it was only for five minutes a chat. Now she has reached a
marathon 40-45 minutes. "It  was hard for me to talk on the phone. It was a big change."

Contributing: Mary Pilon
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--- Writing becomes a way of life

Today's teens may not be talking, but they're writing -- regularly and eloquently.

Amy Goldwasser, a Manhattan-based freelance editor and writer who's about to submit to publishers a collection of essays by teenage girls from across
the USA, says the 1,500 submissions she has received about "life and death and God" are fluid, articulate and intimate.

"If  you're a teenager today, you live your life in words,"  tapped out into text and instant messages and onto blogs and MySpace pages. There's "no more
precious divide between how they live their lives and writing as a formal, school-assignment kind of thing."

Educators also see the benefits of an extracurricular life lived largely online. "In the long term, it will be very good for kids," says Carol Jago, co-director of
the California Reading and Literature Project and a spokeswoman for the National Council of Teachers of English. "It  builds fluency in their writing."

By conversing with their peers in the blogosphere, "they're getting more authentic feedback than teachers writing 'awk' or 'frag'  in red," Jago says. "School
is an artificial construct for many students, and now they're writing for real at a very young age. That's tremendously powerful."

In her original call  for submissions, Goldwasser included her phone number. She got only about a dozen calls -- including a few stammering voices asking
for her e-mail address.
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